
Key Definitions

5th Grade Science
Enrichment Academies Curriculum Sample

Key Definitions are available so that your 
child can easily find the important concepts 
of the week.

A Grade Ahead’s rigorous, 6-month science enrichment program is designed to challenge 
your child to a higher academic standard. Our monthly curriculum includes science 
concepts that your child will see in school. Your child will learn and apply science 
concepts to real–world situations through experiments and develop strong critical 
thinking and analytical skills. 

Each week will have an in–depth lesson (which we call Examples) or experiment, 
homework, and answers. In these next pages, we offer a closer look at what our 
examples, eperiments, homework, and answers offer as well as a specific sample of each.

Week: 1                            Examples – Science: Grade 5 
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The Scientific Method 

 
A. What is Science? 
 
Science involves the questioning and discovery of the world around us, 
along with the knowledge we gain from that discovery.  
 
B. How does science work? 
 
When scientists want to explore an idea, they first need to organize 
their observations and/or inferences. Then, once scientists gather 
these and test them, they might be able to create a theory.  
 
Examples: 
 
1. Observation: The floor is wet. [This is something you directly see.] 
 
2. Inference: Someone spilled water. [This is something you make a guess about based on the 
observation that the floor is wet.] 
 
All scientists use what is known as the scientific method when exploring new ideas.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C. The Scientific Method 
 

✓ Step 1: Ask a Question/Make an Observation 
 
Figure out what you want to investigate and make a question about it.  
 
 
 

               How do we know anything about      
            dinosaurs? Since they are not alive and  
               we can’t study them directly, scientists 
need to make inferences in order to hypothesize 
about these creatures. 
 

Key Definitions 
 

1. control: the portion of an experiment that does not change 
2. data: the measurements and information collected from an experiment 
3. hypothesis: an educated guess about what results an experiment will show and can be 

tested in an experiment or study 
4. inference: an educated guess made by looking at indirect evidence (evidence that is not 

directly observed)  
5. observation: something you experience through your senses (hearing, sight, smell, taste, 

and touch) 
6. scientific method: the steps scientists take to test an idea and come to a conclusion 
7. theory: a well-supported explanation of an aspect of the natural world 
8. variable: the portion of an experiment that does change; there should only be one variable in 

an experiment 
9. verification: when a person tests the results of an experiment to check that it is true 

                                      
and answer questions 1-8 of the 

Example Extract in Day 1! 



Lesson or experiment pages are titled “Examples – Science: Grade 5,” answer pages are titled 
“Answers – Science: Grade 5,” and homework pages are simply titled “Science: Grade 5.”

Experiment

Supplies

The 2nd and 4th weeks of each month will 
contain an experiment in the examples so 
that your child can apply concepts from the 
lesson to everyday life.

All supplies your student will need to 
complete the experiment will be provided 
in the classroom

  Week: 2 Examples – Science: Grade 5  
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The Scientific Method – Continued: Scientific Set-Up! 
 
Objective: For this experiment, students will work with partners to use 
observations about bouncy balls to make inferences. They will then use these 
inferences to develop a hypotheses about how size affects bounciness. 
 
Supplies Needed (Per Student): 

 measuring spoons – at least ½ teaspoon and tablespoon (students 
can share) 

 2 plastic cups able to at least 1 cup of liquid 
 2 tablespoons of water 
 ½ teaspoon of borax 
 2 mixing sticks 
 1 tablespoon of cornstarch 
 1 tablespoon of glue 
 2-3 drops of food coloring (any color)  - (can have 1-2 bottle(s) total for 

students to share) 
 1 plastic knife (per pair of students) 
 1 pair of gloves  

Experiment: 
 
Part 1: Students will work individually. 
 
1. In one of the plastic cups, add 2 tablespoons of water and ½ teaspoon of 
borax. Use one of the mixing sticks to mix the solution until it is completely 
dissolved. See Figure 1. 
 
2. In the second plastic cup, add 1 tablespoon of cornstarch and 1 tablespoon 
of glue. Carefully, add 2-3 drops of food coloring. Use the second mixing stick 
to mix the solution until well blended. See Figure 2. 
 
3. Pour the borax mixture into the glue mixture. Let the solution sit for 15 
seconds without stirring. 
 
4. Use one of the old mixing sticks to mix the solution until it forms a solid blob. 
It is okay if there is some liquid left behind in the cup.   
 
5. Let the blob sit inside the empty cup for 60 seconds. 
 
6. Put gloves on. Then, use your hands to pick up the blob and roll it between 
your hands until a round ball is formed. See Figure 3. 
 
Part 2: Students will work with their partners. 
 
7. Make observations about the bounciness of the two balls (one being yours 
and one being your partner’s).  
 
 
 
 

                                      
and answer questions 1-5 of the 

Experimentation Exploration in Day 1! 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 
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Experimentation Exploration in Day 1! 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 



Each day’s homework usually takes about 30 minutes to complete.

Answers

Homework

Answers are provided to check your child’s 
homework and note which areas may need 
more work.

The rest of the homework works on your 
child’s understanding of the specific 
topics that week. This will be through 
comprehension, critical thinking questions, 
and vocabulary exercises.

Week: 1   Answers – Science: Grade 5  
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Week: 1 – Day 1 
Example Extract 
 1) An inference is different from an observation because an inference cannot be directly seen. Observations 

can be directly experienced through the senses. 
 2) O; I  
 3) I; O  
 4)  O; I  
 5)  I; O 
Answers to numbers 6-7 will vary. Students must answer with observable facts about the pictures. 
 6) The trash can at 1 PM is standing upright.  
 7) The trashcan at 2 PM is on its side.  
 8) Answers may vary slightly. Examples are given. The trash truck could have come and emptied the 

trash and knocked the can over.    
 9) All scientists follow the same process when conducting experiments in order to make sure that the same 

methods are used, and to make sure that their results can be easily tested and verified.  
 10) C 
 11) Answer wording may vary, but the meaning must be the same. Jimmy’s hypothesis is that his car 

won’t start because it has a bad fuel pump. 
 12) The control would be Jimmy’s fuel pump [it would not change]. 
 13) The variable would be a new, working fuel pump [this would change]. 
 14) C 
 15) Jack made an observation about the sky. Jack now needs to research the topic to help him make a 

hypothesis about why the evening sky is usually red.   
 16) C 
 17) Scientists must report or publish their results. This is an important step because it allows other scientists 

to test their hypothesis and verify it. This will allow the hypothesis to gain more support and possibly 
become a theory. 

 18) B 
 19) Yes, scientists are always gathering new information. Sometimes theories change based on new 

information and experiments. 
 20) A 
 21) D 
 22) Verifications are experiments that confirm earlier experiments. They are not part of an experiment 

themselves. 
 23) A student researching the solar system should use the most recent textbooks available because older 

textbooks may not include the most recent or accurate information, and this could affect a hypothesis and 
subsequent experiment. 
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EXPERIMENT 1: KITCHEN SCIENCE 
(Mandatory for all Students) 

 
Experimentation: For this experiment, you will use observations to make inferences. You will then use 
these inferences to develop a hypothesis.  
 
Supplies Needed Per Student: 

Answer the question. 
 
9. Why do you think it is important for anyone conducting scientific research to follow the scientific 
method? In other words, why do all scientists use the same steps when conducting research and 
experiments? 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Use the scenarios to answer the questions.  
 

Jimmy’s car won’t start, so he wants to try to fix it. 
 
10. Jimmy uses an encyclopedia to look up information about car engines. Which step of the scientific 
method is he doing?  
 
 A) reporting results  B) experimentation  C) researching and creating a 
              hypothesis 
 
11. The information Jimmy gathers leads him to believe that he has a bad fuel pump. Write a possible 
hypothesis for Jimmy. 
 
 __________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 __________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
12. Jimmy wants to test his hypothesis. What would be the control of his experiment? 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
13. What would be his variable? 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Jack notices that the evening sky is usually red. He wants to find out why. 
 
14. Which of the following would be his next step?  
 
 A) He publishes an article on sky conditions. 
 B) He starts to experiment to see how dust affects light rays. 
 C) He goes to the library to look up information about the sky and light. 
 D) Other scientists verify his results.  
 
15. Explain why the answer you chose in 14 is the correct next step. 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 


